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Boost fan engagement 
with great live content
At EVS, helping our customers create captivating content of the highest quality 
has always been our priority. 
Our LiveCeption solutions, which combine our state-of-the-art production tools with the latest technology advancements, 
are designed to enhance the visual narrative of all your productions, whatever the requirement, whatever the budget. 

From high-profile international sporting events, to lower-scale national or regional competitions, we provide you with 
the live production, replay and highlights solution that is the most adapted to your needs.

Customized, integrated and easy-to-deploy, our LiveCeption Signature and Pure solutions will empower your teams to 
create content that will hold your viewers’ attention for years to come!

With kind regards, 
Laurent Petit, SVP Products & Solutions
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Outside broadcast 
truck or flypack

Stadium &  venue 
event production

Entry-level live production and replays  

Main market applications
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LiveCeption Pure
A perfect fit for productions using up to 10 cameras, 
EVS’ LiveCeption Pure solution offers cost-effective yet 
high-quality replays and highlights to enhance the view-
ing experience for fans.  Designed with EVS’ reliability and 
responsiveness at its core, the solution will give you the 
professional results you desire, while maintaining your 

production costs under control. It provides the required 
level of flexibility and scalability for an efficient use in mul-
tiple setups, also giving you the opportunity to grow your 
business by addressing a much wider range of produc-
tions, in multiple resolutions including HD, UHD, or even 
UHD-HDR. 
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Bringing quality, flexibility and speed 
to your productions 

Guaranteed broadcast-quality
By providing a comprehensive feature set and relying on 
intra-frame codecs, LiveCeption Pure guarantees broad-
cast-quality content and easy integration with post-pro-
duction systems- all at a compelling price. 

Perfectly adaptable
With flexible I/O configurations and hybrid SDI/IP connec-
tivity, the LiveCeption Pure solution can be tailored to meet 
any production need, at any time. Start small and scale up 
easily thanks to flexible software licences that allow you to   
increase the number of channels or change the resolution 
according to your evolving production needs. 

Easy, fast and efficient control
Create high-quality replays and highlights in the heat 
of the action and easily archive, transform and restore 
selected content during the live show.  No need for extra 
training, users can hit the ground running thanks to the 
solution’s intuitive interfaces and a controller that opera-
tors are familiar with.  
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LiveCeption Pure 
production workflow
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XT-GO replay server
Offers flexible connectivity, supports multiple formats 
and delivers the essential functionalities of a powerful 

XT live production server, at a lower price point.  

LSM-GO Controller
With its similar compo-
sition and design, LSM 
operators will get up to 
speed in no time!  

Take a closer look at the 
solution’s key components

XFile Lite
Provides advanced 
transcoding capabilities 
for seamless file media 
exchange with pre/post 
production and media 
management tools. 
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